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The present paper is a summary of results of a season's field work at
the green turtle [Chelonia 1/t)ldas nivdos ) rookery at Tortuguero 011 the
Caribbean coast of Costa Rica. IVI~st of the information was obtained
through work at the beach during July and August, 1955. This is supple-
mented by observations made in previous seasons at Tortuguero and else-
where. The work was supported by a grant from the 1\ ational Science
Foundation (G-1684) and will be continued during two more nesting
seasons. Results of a study of ereen turtle populations of the Gulf coast
of Flo id '" . In a, a part of the same general program of research, are gIven e se-
where (Carr and Caldwell, 1956).
Tortuguero, or Turtle Bogue as it is known in Caribbean English, is

a 24-mile extent of unbroken sand beach on the Costa Rican coast be-
tween Pu t I' . . I' f tler 0 .1111onand the Nicaraguan frontier, extenc 111g 1'0111 re
mouth of the Tortuguero River to that of the Parismina (Reventaz6n)
River (fig I) I' . ... . t IS WIdely known through the Canbbean as a nestmg
ground of tl . 1 I Iv r .. ie green turtle and IS thought by many to re t re on y 1 emam-
lng~1 . . .h ec mg SIte of any importance to the maintenance of the species III

t e Caribbean. While this may not be wholly true, Tortuguero is almost
certall1l)' til' . . I I Atl' re On y rookery of SIgnIficance anywhere on the main anc -
antic shores of Central or South America and it was for this reason that- '
1Research A . A . ]FI . • ssoctate, the American Museum of Natural History; . ssociate, the
onda State M . P .., .. f FI -id2R useurn ; rofessor of Biological SCIences. the Univer-sity 0 011 a.
esearch Assistant, the University of Florida and the Florida State Museum.
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. the taggingFIG. 1. Map showing western Caribbean localities involved 111
program.

. 2 3' see alsoIt was chosen as the locale for a tagging program (figs, , '
Carr. 195~a, 195~b. 1956) P a
\ft . I' . I' ers we set u.f er reconnaIssance (unng three preeee 1110"sumrn " . a
. b f T -t 1ifuero. illtaggl11g camp on julv J, 1955, i~ the little settle11le~'t 0 01 \;e Atlantic

monara shack Iurnished by Senor Teodoro Ouiros C" of t I' ter-T . . - f. the lin. racllllg Company, which takes out timber and bananas t0111
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d 'I' t 0 Costa Rica,FIG. 3. A hatchling green turtle, newly emerge at or uguer ,
and heading for the surf.

7 "le sectionland by \\'ay of the Tortuguero River. \IVe were allotted a z-rm
, " I . t ·f renee wasof the beach adjacent to the camp. all winch commercia 111 ei e -k

I I I I· , I I I" Ior our 0\\'11 1'01exc uc eo. anc we retained local good wil )y 11rll1g 01
I . f - . art interestst ie men who usually turned turtles on these 2 miles 01 exp
in Limon. II

T· b I .atchers caurtles turned at I11ght by these uelad ores, as the eae l~W. . {1

I 1 .t IllOrn1l1blt lelllseives, were tagged and released where caught. t re nex . I
. . '. I r ter by 1111( -all the catch at a night usually having gone back I11tO t re wa . I _

day if not much earlier (rig, 4). In the case of each turtle tagged. stralg lit
. nacle t reline measurements of the length and width of the shell were I < • I

. d I osteen arpoint of capture was recorded as exactly as possible, an t re p
scales of each side were counted.

T . . 0 f tl ese was awo kinds of tags were used dut-inr- the summer. ne 0 1

" . . b. . f wirillg tomonel metal elliptical disk with perforations at the ends or
tl s exceptthe after edge of the shell (fig. 5). This was used for all tur e?; nd

40 marked during the last two days of the field work (August _0 a I
26) T '" . "f mone. hese latter were tagged with standard cow-ear tags 0 f
metal. clamped through punched holes in the thin, tough after-edge 0

d . kson ' ,11the upper part of the front flipper, as suggested by J, R Hen rtc '

1Not by Tom Harrisson, as stated by Carr and Caldwell (1956).
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FIG.4. Giovannoli and an assistant tagging a green turtle by the shell-tag
method later discarded in favor of a flipper tag.

apaper read at the 1955 meetings of the American Society of Ichthyolo-
gists and Herpetologists. This type of tag is now being used exclusively .
. Both kinds of tags were numbered and inscribed in English and Span-
Ish with an offer of a reward for their return and with the address of the
Department of Biology of the university of Florida.
Dunng the period of the work Ciovauuoli was in residence at the camp

~rom July 2 to August 29, and Carr was present for two four-day periods
"hen the camp was opened and closed). Six hundred and forty-four
turtles we I . 149 f Ire caug It-or rather turtles were caught 644 tunes, 0 t re
c t "
l
ap UTes having been recaptures of tazzed individuals that returned to

t ie b 1· ""eac 1, 44 of which returned for two recaptures, seven for three, and
two for f . S· If·. OU1. mce the camp was closed, we have had 10 returns, a I tom
Outside Cost R·.. D·I ... d 1 . d .d. a . led. etai sand implications of the ata tHIS secure ate
Iscussed in the following pages. All turtles involved in the study were
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FIG. 6. Shell lengths of 362 mature female green turtles measured on the
nesting beach at Tortuguero, Costa Rica, between July 2 and August 25, 1955.
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mature females. the range in size and pr8portiolls of which is 5110W11 in
figures 6 and 7.

TAGGING RESGLTS

The chief aim of the Costa Rican tagging program was to get informa-
tion bearing on the question of mass, long-distance migrations. Pending
accumulation of direct observation of schools traveling the high seas, the
most direct and valuable data would seem to be those from released and
recovered markeel turtles. In the present project we have had a total of
149 recoveries of tagged individuals. These recoveries are of two very
divergent kinds: recaptures of females that returned to Tortuguero beach
within one to 35 clays after being tagged. for the purpose of carrying out
interrupted nesting or of nesting again; and recaptures by net or iron at
points distant fr0111 the nesting beach, and clearly after the season's nest-
ing activity of the individual involved had been finished or abandoned.
Tagging results are summarized in tables 1 to 5.

TABLE 1
RETUR~ RECORDS INVOLVING SINGLE RECAPTURES OF GREE~ TURTLES AFTER

INTERVALS OF FROM 1] TO 16 DAYS, 11\ A lO-MILE SECTION OF

TORTUGUERO BEACH, COSTA RICA, SOUTHEAST FIWr-.1 THE

MOUTH OF THE TORTUGUERO RIVER

DistanceTag; Place Date Date Place (in Miles)"0 Tagged" Tagged Retaken Retaken- Between Sites
of Emergence

313 N\\'.3 8/4 8/14 NI\'.3 Same placeJ02 NW.4 7/3 7/15 SE.3 0-%124 SE.3 7/7 7/19 Mid 2 1Yz105 SE. 1 7/26 8/7 NW.2 Yz324 SE.2 8/5 8/17 N\\'.2 Yz381 SE. 1 8/11 8/24 SF:. 1 0"382 SE. 1 8/11 8/24 SF:. 1 W466 SF:. 2 8/14 8/24 Mid 1 %126 xw.: 7/7 7/21 "11".3 1%-227i SE.3 7/18 8/3 SE. 2 1295 N\\'.3 7/19 8/3 Mid 3 VB
. ".~l1lnbers in these column, represent miles from northwest to southeast: letters
indicate approximate portions of individual miles.

b Note similarity of records.
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DATA FROII,{ LOCAL RETCRNS

CLUMPEDRETuRi'\~: \Vhile the local returns. of which, as noted above,
Ire had 1-l.9in 1955, are of interest mainly for their bearing 011 individual
orientation and on the natural history of nesting, they should also be
examined for allY possible clues bearing on schooling or group movement.
The 1110St direct evidence of this sort would be clumped retakes of turtles
that had been tagged together. Although the word ;'together" as thus
used is clearly relative, there are nevertheless to be seen in tables 1 to 3
and in the case histories numerous examples, which range from the sug-
gestive to the virtually conclusively demonstrative. of associative move-
ments. That is to say, if turtles tagged at the same place and time are after
long intervals retaken together (especially if they are retaken together at
another place) and if the coincidence is not attributable to chance alone,
then the turtles clearly moved together in the interim. and by extension
perhaps in the migration that brought them to the beach to start with.
Admittedly our cases do not add up to imposing statistical stature, and
the numerous factors involved make both the application and the interp-
retation of probability tests pointless. But when viewed against the agree-
ment of our case-history results with widespread lore of professional
turtle hunters, the implications seem noteworthy.
As an example, the following case of clumping may be pointed out (the

TABLE 2
RETUR:\" RECORDS I:-iVOLVING SI:-iGLE RECAPTURES OF GREE;.I TURTLES AfTER

INTERVALS OF 20 DAYS OR MORE, IN A 10-1VfILE SECTlO\; OF
TORTUGUEIW BEACH, COSTA RICA, SOUTHEAST FROi\1 THE

IVfoUTH OF THE TORTUGUEIW RIVER

Distance
Tag Place Date Date Place (in Miles)
No, Tagged" Tagged Retaken Retaken- Between Sites

of Emergence

2j9 'l1V. 3 7/14 8/16 'lW.2 I
273 ~[id 1 7/16 8/16 'l'Y. 2 )1-%
2j4 SE.IO 7/12 8/10 :vIid I 9
204 Mid 2 7/12 8/7 N\IV.2 }..i or less
153 Xlid 2 7/22 8/14 SE.l %-%'
314 j\rid 2 8/4 8/24 Mid 1 I

307
8/25 NW.3 I%'

SE. 2 8/3 8/24 N\V. 3 ,",-%
"Numb· .. di Cl S 111 these columns represent miles from northwest to southeast: letters

m lCate appro ," t . f . di . .
XI111a e porttons 0 III ividual miles.
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TABLE 3
RETL'IC"; RECORDS hVOLVI~G Two OR l\10RE RECAPTURES OF CREE\' TURTLES

I\' A lO-i\IILE SECTIO:\, OF TORTUGUERO BEACH, COSTA RICA,

SOUTHEAST OF THE Mou-rn OF THE TORTUGUERO RIVER

Distance
Tag Place Date Date Place (in Miles)
Xo. Tagged" Tagged Retaken Retaken" Between Sites

of Emergence

170 se. 1 7/9 7/11 Mid 2 :li
7/21 Nil'. 3 :li

420 ~Iid I 8/12 8/12 5E.2 1).<'
8/24 NW.3 !4' or less

405 \\\ .. 3 8/12 8/12 5E.l 1).<'-1/12
8/24 5E.2 :li

265 51':.2 7/19 8/3 Mid 2 Ys
8/8 Mid 2 Same place,-- ~Iid 2 7/14 8/3 Mid 1 I_a,
8/5 5E. I ).<'

167 si; 2 7/10 7/12 iVI id 3 :li
8/3 Mid 2 1

137 51'. 2 7/8 8/11 NW.1 1Yz
8/12 NW. I Same place

205 1\\\·.4 7/19 8/14 SI':.l 2Yz
8/16 NW.3 lYz

206 SI::. 1 7/12 8/8 5E.1 .:Xi or less
8/9 Mid 1 ).<'

263 SlY. 3 7/16 8/10 Mid 3 ?i or less
8/11 NW.2 :li

390 Mid 1 8/11 8/12 iVI id 2 1
8/23 N\\'. 1 1).<'

413 \\\ .. 1 8/12 8/23 1\\\'. I Same place
8/24 SE, I Yz

314 'I id 2 8;4 8/24 iVI id 1 1
8/25 N\\'. 3 lYz

190 SI:. I 7/11 7/15 lVIid 1 ?i or less
7/18 iVI id 1 Same place

394 8/11 SF:. 1 U or less
SlY. 1 8/11 8/11 5E.2 lYz

8/12 SI':.2 Same place
8/16 l\\Y, 2 ).<'

383
8/18 SF:. 1 ).<'

51::. 1 8/11 8/11 51':, I Same place
8/12 l\\\', I ).<'
8/13 ~Iid 3 2).<'
8/24 SI':.1 2'

448 SE. I 8/13 8/23 Sfo. I Same place
8/24 ~rid I ).<'

• Numbers in these c I·· hcast : letters" . s 0 limns represent II1\IC5 from uorthea st to soul leas,
H1~lcateapproxima,te portions of individual miles.

Same place as hrst emergence.
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numbers used are tag numbers of turtles marked; further details of their
history may be seen in the tables) :

Xumbers 381, 382, 383, ane! 393 were taggee! on August 11, all within
all extent of a quarter of a mile or less. All were retaken 13 clays later,
Oil August 24, as follows: No. 381 about 2 miles from the tagging site;
\0. 393 about 1 mile from the tagging site and 1 mile from the point of
emergence of "0, 381; "as, 382 ane! 383 at the place where all were
tagged, or no farther than one-quarter of a mile from it.
\umbers 405 and 420 were taggee! on Angnst 12 (one e!ay after the

above-named group), and all were retaken with them 011 August 2-+ 011

the same Zcmile extent of beach.
The explanation for the return of a turtle to the beach is discussed in

the section 011 multiple laying. The above-mentioned turtles probably
nested successfully on or shortly after the date they were tagged and re-
leased, then came back to lay again on August 24. Such reappearances at
the original point of emergence as the above, and as those shown in the
tables, seem obviously indicative of some sort of orientation accomplish-
ment. It is not clear, however, how imposing the feat of orientation has
been. It is conceivable that the days, or weeks, between emergences were
wait.ed out loafing or courting in the open sea off shore, adjacent to the
nestl1lg site. This, however. seems unlikely. The shore is completely ex-
posed, with strong long-shore currents and heavy surf and with few feed-
Ing flats Or sleeping rocks available. Reconnaissance by small airplane
shows no great accumulation of females such as would occur if every
female there for a two- or three-staee nestinz venture waited around dur-. b . b
I1lg the periods between her trips ashore.

It seems more reasonable to suppose that between times the turtles
depart for areas about the mouths of rivers up and clown the coast. where
bars I I' .' I' I'. anc 51allo\V5 afford both protection and vegetation for food. t t lIS
IS the case, the returns to precisely located points on the nesting beach
become feats of greater stature.

WI'1de the many variables that must have been coordinated in the ac-
complishment of these localized reappearances seem to rule out chance, it
should nevert!lelcss be noted that extremelv diverzent cases were re-

, " b

corded, in which returns to the beach OCCUlTed as far as 10 miles away.
TntE, DlSTAXCE, A~D D1RECTJON IN RECAPTURES: An effort was

I.nade to augment the direct evidence for associative movement obtainable
11'0111 case records by a tabulation of the time and distance between re-
captures and the direction of the site of recapture from that of release. Jt
not only seemed f i ' " I I Ieemer 0 mterest to know whether turtles, all V1Sltl11gt re .ieac 1
a secon I t' , 'I' -c Illle, shO\\"ed a tendency to come out near the point 01 t len
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first emergence, but also whether emergences not near points of release
showed anv associative trends in distance, time, and direction that might
quantitativelv bolster the 1110re strikins- individual cases. If second and

- b .

later emergences generally proved to show 110 relation to the original SHe,

we wanted to see whether they tended to group elsewhere, or at least to
OCCl11' northward Or southward of release points. Such trends might be
interpreted. cautiously. as indications of group long-shore movement
which might be part of, or of the quality of, seasonal migratory move-
ment.

Table 4 shows the sort of analysis that might be expected to reveal such
movements. The fact that it fails to show any arresting trends may merely
he due to the small sample that remained for such treatment after the
weeding out of ineligible cases. Most of our work was done on the first
3 miles (northernmost miles) of the beach. and the eccentric position of
this site made it necessary to throw out all returns for individuals tagged
there (except for some of those included in the zero COIU111I1)in this
analysis. The restriction of the sample to turtles tagged towards the
middle miles of the beach left only the 60 returns tabulated north and
south of the zero column.

Data in the zero column itself have little bearing on movement but a.re
most striking evidence of orientation capacity and perhaps of a specwl
kind of "homing" ability. as the 36 individuals listed there all came back
to a section of beach less than a mile long-many of them to within a few
hundred yards of the site of their first emergence.

COUl'\T:-; A!'\[) l\'-EASURE.\IE.'\TS

JI1 addition to the clues and evidence available in the tag returns. in-
dications of school movemenr might be expected to appear in sea~o~]al
changes in counts and measurements made on emerging turtles, prOVlcll1~g
characters involved in school-speciticity could be found. Our efforts 111

this line were exploratory and unproductive. hut we do 110t believe that
the fact that our data on the postocular scales show no definite secular
tr~nc1s rules out the desirability for continuing a search for characters
suitable to this sort of inquiry.

There seems to be no reason why traits could not be found that an-
nounce the arrival of separate schools because each school is slightly more
~f a stamp with respect to that trait than it is like any other school. There
~s strong circumstantial evidence that (1) turtles arrive at Tortugnero
In schools. (2) schools arrive at different times, and (3) some, at I~ast,
of the schools come from different and separate home (feeding-sleeplllg)
ground north and south of the Tortuguero nesting ground. The 5Ugges-
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tions of concurrent emergence behavior shown elsewhere in this paper
may be attributable to school cohesion by such variously derived groups.
There also seems to be the possibility that. because of the completely
herbivorous, herd-grazing habits of the green turtle its populations are
broken genetically into demes, which, because partly isolated from other
similar populations, lllay acquire measurable differences from them.
l t might be objected that the isolation on the separate feeding ground

can be of 110 evolutionary importance, because, theoretically at least, the
schools all repair to a C01111110n breeding center. where not only egg laying
OCC\1rs hut also the pairing off and copulating that might he expected to
mix the gene pools of whatever groups were concurrently present and
not only overcome any drift effect but also dilute any selective effects
produced in the populations by differences in conditions in their home
areas.
OjJ;)osing this objection. however, is the likelihood of separate. syn-

chronous periodic action by the different schools. the members of each of
which, reacting to the same set of periodic factors, depart for the nesting
ground simultaneously and thus on the whole tend to mate with one an-
other more often than they mate with members of any other school. This
effect would be reenforced by the fact that copulation in green turtles
OCCursjust before or just after oviposition (see section on Natural His-
tory of Reproduction), with the males closely attending the nesting
females. fOllowing them into the surf on the way ashore or catching them
the moment they are afloat on their return. (Harrisson. 19j-+, and our
OWI1observation.)

It seems unreasonable to suppose that these rutting males would be
~IlYmore inclined to mount a female of their own population than one
tram a concurrently present population from a different source. l~l1t the
schooling tendency would nevertheless tend to increase the relative fre-
quency. of intra population matings. and with time this would inevitably
result 111 differences in gene frequencies. The only question is whether
these differences are morphometrically detectable.

POSTOCliLAR COU1'\TS: One of the 1110stpromising variables with which
to test for differential school "makeup" seemed to he the number of
~)Ostocular scales (the big scales that form the hind rim of the orbit and
111 the spec! - 1I I' Ires range 111 number from two to five). The moe a anc great y
predominating number counted was four on both sides. As table 5 shows,
~~ - - - -f-nge 111Our data was from three to five. with asymmetry 11101e .1 e-
~u~n~ than symmetry in the non-modal counts. It was hoped that any
lllClp1ent po I ti di ,- II I. pu a Ion Ivergence that might extst wou ( appear as seasona
clump1l1 0' 0 . ,. I" t - .

I::> n an average baSIS. But, as table J shows, t re -t--r coun lS so

13
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TABLE 4
TAe; RETU]{~S FOR TORTUGUERO, JULy-AUGUST, 1955, SIIO\\T\'C RELATIOK

BETWEEi\' T[\IE, DlSTA::\CE TRAVELED, A'\O DJRECTIO,\ OF SITE OF

RECAPTURE FROl\1 SITE OF RELEASE

:.\1i!es South of Miles x onh ofDays Point of Release Point of Release
3-10 2-3 1-2 0" 1-2 2-3 3-10

1-5 i 4 18 18 11 4 45-15 I 1 2 11 4 1 015-25 0 0 0 4 2 0 025-35 0 0 0 3 2 1 1

o This does not represent a fixed point all the beach but rather any point within
the 10 uorthwesternmocr miles where turtles were released and from which re-
covcry distances were measured. Only cases in which the sites of release and re*
covcry were precisely known are included.

TABLE 5
POSTOCULAR SCALE i\m.IBER, TOTAL A1\D MO!\"Tf-lLY FREQUPKIES, IS 493

CREE' TURTLES. TORTVGUERO. COSTA RICA, 1955

3-2" 3-3 3-4 4-4 4-5 5-5 3-5

Total 5 25 30 362 48 22 1j ulv I 10 18 166 26 9 0August 3 15 J2 198 21 13 I

~Counts for the left and right sides, respectively.

'I tl f I _ its wereITIliC 1 ie most requenr that Our samples of all the a .ierrant cow
small. and no signincant seasonality could he detected.

SEASO~AL LEKGTH-FREQCENCY: Another variable, in which we met
witl: more success in finding significant seasonal trends, was shell length-
S I I liff " I tic at ailc 100 e I erences III this character may, of course, not re gene '".
but merely indicative of differential richness of pasturage in feec!Jng
grounds or of differential periodicity in movements of ontogenetic group~
within a single population_ Admittedl)T) a sianificanr seasonality in clump"'
, lb. scaleIII s iell length lacks the Sure evolutionary relevance that clumps 111 (

frequency would carry, but it nevertheless implies schooling of some sort.
and that is the central interest of this study. .

\\11 " '" I" f Sizeiat \\ e lllterpret as probably valid evidence of penoe icity 0
groups lllay be seen in figure 8.
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SEX RATIO

Because of the heavy and widespread killing of female turtles during
their vulnerable period on shore, a growing preponderance of males in
mature sea turtle populations might be expected. Our results at Tortu-
guero furnish no evidence on this subject. because the observations there
involve only the mature female turtles that use the rookery, with oc-
casional sight records of males chasing females in the surf or. from an
airplane. seen courting or copulating.
At the Miskito Cay fishery, however, some 300 miles to the northwest,

the turtling operation is not selective with respect to sex, and the sex
ratio in the net-taken catch there can probably be taken as representative.

as
~ -37'1' -38'1>

[]' 38'1. -391/,

~ '39'1. -40'1,
ac

a
".
!

FIG. ~. Fluctuation in four somewhat arbitrarily chosen (see fig. 6) measure-
Illents (in ! -I ) f . - .' . .: dof f . me :es 0 length classes of nesting green turtles during SIX pell~ 5,

'1 \ e coliectlTlg days each' J u Iv and August 1955' T ortuguero, Costa R lea;
lTIlesl-10. ' - ~ - . ,

~Ve have talked about the question with a number of turtle captains and
av~ found among them the rather surprising opinion that the sex ratio
vanes "f e .. ..,rom year to year." \Vhat this means, i! anyth1l1g. It 15 hard to
Sal'. The I 1'\ l' ., \1 "f. 1105t nee y explanation seems to be that It IS aetna y rom
season to 5 "1' 1S cason t rat the proportions of the sexes are seen to C lange.
uch chang if 1 . . .ff . 1 1 I 1. es. 1 t le)T Occur mizht be attributable to ell erentla sc lee u -

Ing f . ' 0
. 0 migration departures and arrivals b)' males and females tra\'cling
In 110 " .l11o::;exnalschools.
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The only direct information available comes fro III two cargoes of un-
sorted green turtles caught on Miskito Bank and carried to market, re-
spectively, ill Grand Cayman and Key West. A sex tally was made oi
these by Giovannoli The two schooners involved were the "Aurarus" of
Grand Cayman unloading at Georgetown and the "Adams" of Grand
Cayman unloading at Key \Vest. All turtles were fro III the vicinity of
Miskito Cay, and all were caught between Febrnary and April, 1956.
Sex frequency was as follows:

"Autarus"
"Adams"

.MALES

27
lOS

Fm.IALES

66
271

Elsewhere Carr (1956) has commented on the apparent predominance
of male green turtles when the sea off the nesting ground is surveyed
from the air. Because any female at the surface is usually attended by two
or more males, and because females not immediately concerned with nest-
ing apparently move away temporarily, an aerial survey gives an im-
pression of a disproportionate number of males. Such observations. how-
ever, have no bearing on the actual sex ratio, as only a small, selective
segment of the breeding schools is in evidence.

:MULT1PLE NESTING

There is evidence of several kinds that the Atlantic green turtle may
lay more than once during a season, as the form in the Pacific is known
to do. For example, it has often been stated by those who habitually
butcher green turtles that the egg complements of gravid females a~e
often in two or more batches. of unequal size, and destined to be laid
during separate emergences. Such persons and the uelad ores who tl1rl1
turtles on the beaches generally agree that there are usually three such
emergences in a summer and that these Occur at intervals of from 10 dayS
to two weeks. In various places about the Caribbean we have talked with
turtle men who cite specific instances of a female turtle. recognizable be-
cause of some deformity or injury. that came ashore twice in i'about rwo
weeks ..,

Tt might be expected that a study such as the present one. yielding
recaptures of turtles on the nesting beach where they were marked, \rotdcJ
settle this question once and for all. Such is not the case. As we said above:
the chief purpose of this year's project was the building up of a Aeet.ol
marked turtles that would allow the testin» of the migration theones.
and, as nearly any tagging program yields only scant returns, our efforts
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were all bent towards getting tagged turtles on the seas. \Vhen a turtle
is found on the beach at night it is next to impossible to be sure that it
has accomplished nesting, without making a laborious search back along
the animal's trail for the concealed nest. The alternative is to watch an
individual throughout the laying .process, from emergence through ovi-
position. This may easily consume an hour's time (sometimes more) and
meantime other turtles have gone back into the sea. tagless. \Vhile we
recorded what each turtle found was doing, and what she probably had

•
~.,

fj
30 ~

,
25{?

~ ~.0 ~. .•, -2 '5 ~ ~.,
~

30 34

FIG. 9. Bar diagram showing frequency of retake intervals for green turtles
~aggedat Tortuguero, Costa Rica. It should be noted that the horizontal scale
oes not show calendar days but days of interval between the time of release
~isthe ragged turtles "" the nesting beach and the tim~ of recapture there.

tance IS not taken mto account but in no case were distances of more than
~Omiles involved. \\lhile the sam~le is not large, it secms to us that the peak
2etween 10 and 15 days and perhaps even the slight tendency to clump at t.he
~-26-day point should be considered in the light of the widespread belief

t
14
1atCaribbean green turtles lay several times a season, at intervals of 10 to
days. '

done, On the beach when causht the number ta(T~ed after they had cer-
tain! r I' .0.' 00 - .:) aid their eggs was only SIX. Of these there were no recovenes.

~ata .on this aspect of nesting will require a special sort of tagging
p:oJect In which a great deal of time is given over to determining defi-
111te1), til t I - . , 'T 1 'a eac 1 female tagged has fmi shed laY111g. he man- lOtUS 111-

Valved ~n an effective project of this kind will be imposing.
Lack11lg direct information we made a half-hearted effort to discover

1I1 our dat ,.,', ib beari I . 1a quantitative hints WIth pOSSl le rea ring on lllll tip e emer-
gence. \Ve were surprised to find what appears to be support for a 13- or
14-day frequency cycle. The frequency distribution of retake intervals for
OUr 149 re .: ,- . -tl 'covelles 15 shown in hgure 9. Three features seem notew 01 1)',
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the large number of individuals retaken after only 12 to 24 hours from
the time of release; the falling off to zero after about nine clays and build-
ing back to a fairly strong peak after two weeks: the emergence of a sug-
gestion of a possibly comparable peak after 20 to 25 days.
There can be little doubt that the predominance in figure 9 of intervals

of only a few hours indicates reemergence to accomplish nesting iu-
terrupted by capture at the time the tags were put all. As to the two
rudimentary. peaks at successive 12-day intervals, the temptation is of
COurse to see in them corroboration of the fishermen's three-stage laying
(12-day intervals and all). Although the much vitiated sample in which
the peaks occur greatly reduces their significance on a purely statistical
basis, it is not clear how the mutual relation between tile three peaks re-
enforces the probability that the peaks represent actual cycles,

I?\'TERNATWNAL RETCR?\':-'

The Costa Rican tagging project was set up, as explained above, as one
aspect of a broad program to trace movements of sea turtles. It was
suggested by, and specifically designed to test, two hypotheses, deriv,ed
from circumstantial evidence and from the widespread beliefs of Carib-
bean fishermen, as follows:

1. The Tortuguero rookery is the main nesting ground for the big
resident green turtle populations of the IVIiskito Cay area-the bars and
flats of Miskito Ilank, some 300 miles northwest of Tortuguero, off ihe
coast of Nicaragua (figs. 1,10, II).

2. In addition to receiving nesting migrants from this one resid~]]ce
area, Tortuguero is visited from some other, if not 1110st other. sccnor»
of the western Caribbean, especially from the coast of the mainland from
Panama to venezucla.

The evidence upon which these and other related suppositions rest is
reviewed elsewhere (Carr, 1956) and is not shown here.
At the time this paper goes to press we have retnms from 10 of the

tunles marked at Tortuguero during July and August, 1955. All returns
are from either Panama (three) Or Nicaragua and the Miskitc Cay area
(sc~en), and the maximum distances represented, about 300 miles, were
attamed by both northern and Southern migrants. Results arc summa-
rized in table 6.

, ',rl.lile these data show, for the first time, positive proof of long-range
mdividual movement, prohably the aftermath of the undertaking and
culmination of the nestin« migration it is not clear how eoorl as evidence
- 1::>, <: b I
lor mass migration they are. because thev can be var-iously evaluatcc. . , k
quantrtativelc \Vhether the fact that all long-range recoveries were mac
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in Panama and ill :\ icaragua, where they were expected (nolle nearer
the nesting beach, none elsewhere in the Caribbean), means that most
turtles that leave Tortuguero after nesting go to those places and stop
(return home). or whether sampling by Panamanian rurtlers and by
the famous Cayman schooners that catch the Miskito Cay turtles is
simply the most efficient that occurs, is impossible to determine mathe-
matically.
It is also hard to evaluate the effect on return results of the loss of tags

at various periods alter tao-ginO'", That heavv loss occurred is shown byb b J •

the much better performance of the fin tag, of which we used fewer than
the shell tag that was used during most of the program. Of 455 shell
(disk) tags put on during July and August, only four came back. whereas
of -1-0 till tags, all put on during the latter part of the study, four also were
returned. I :otl1 types of tags were amana returns from both Pallama and
'\ icaragua. b

. This marked disparity may partly be explained by the fact that the
~n tags were used at the end of the tagging period, which allowed less
tnue for them to be lost. The significance of this fact seems to diminish in
the light of the generally much later return dates for the recovered fin
tags, \Ve have positive evidence that at least two shell tags were lost.
:\mong the turtles of the two cargoes from Miskito Cay discussed under
the, section on Sex Ratio, two sets of our wire holes, unmistakably indi-
catlng lost shell tags, were found bv Giovannoli.
TI 'ie longest release-recovery interval was the seven months between

the time tag 219 was put on at Tortuguero and the time it was taken off
near, the mouth of Rio Grande in Nicaragua, a point closer to the site of
taggll?g :han in the case of any of the other international returns. The
only indication of speed of travel by the migrants is obtainable from the
caseoft 213 ,. . .ag , the bearer at which moved from Tartuguero to a P0111t111
Pa:l~1l1a about 300 miles away between August 24 and September 3,
19JJ, It is of interest that the minimum speed represented corresponds
closely with the rate of travel in one of the anecdotes of homing journeys
bv green turtles recorded by Carr (1956),

ThiS s . li . I I .I arne individnal. Xo. 213, was recaught all the same cay anc III

tle same place (see table 4) as :\0. 316, which had beeu tagged 19 days
earher It is i . .. T, 1S mterestmg to speculate whether No. 316 remained at ortu-
guern and left with :\'0. 213, perhaps both as members of a school that
gathered then and traveled south in a body. or whether the two simply
wen; back . . b Iseparately to a home feedina ground. or whether one or at 1
were e b.n route to some place even farther away when interrupted by the
turtle net 1'1 . bl f horni ... I . ti. 'us pro em a h01ll111gversus IlllgratlOl1 111t re interpreta 10n
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oj tagging results receives some comment in Carr and Caldwell (1956)
and needs a great deal more study.

:\ATCRAL Hl~TORY OF REl'RODl'CTIO?\

\E:'iTI:'\C: Although the literature contains rrnmerou s accounts of nest-
ing bv green turtles, 1110Stof these apply to the Indo-Pacific populations,
and all are given in more or less general terms that furnish little of value
as basis for detailed comparison with other species. The time is past
when it was worth while to publish the bare statement that a given kind
01 turtle lays leathery-shelled eggs; that she usually lays them at night;
that she lays them in a hole in sand, nearly always above high-water
mark; that she digs the hole with the back flippers used alternately; that
the hole is bottle-shaped and about as deep as the Hipper will reach; that
the hole is filled hy the hind Hippers; and that the site is hidden by thrash-
Ing and Hinging of sand by all four feet. All these facts are merely the
framework of the operation, the easily seen acts performed by all nesting
sea turtles. and indeed. with minor variations. common to all modern
Testudinata (except perhaps for the ridley. which appears to have no re-
productive habits of any kind). It is one of our aims in the investigation
no\\" under way to record the more detailed behavior of the various At-
I .aJ~tJc sea turtles, not only for the sake of a better understanding of the
al1l~llals.but to learn, of this readily observable phase of their life his-
tone" tl I .~. ie oegree to which they adhere to or depart from a COlll1110n
pattern. The process of nesting involves a complex and presumably
laboriously evolved and delicately adjusted set of reactions. Once the
student gains some confidence in sortine out the mannerisms as h01110lo-
gous behavior or mere parallel expedi:ncv. he will have gained a new
sort of criterion to bring to hear on the problems of relationships among
the turtles.
Th.e present field work has afforded opportunity to make observations

that .Justify a certain amount of comparison among the species. Carr has
pre\'lously made timed, lllove-by-move records of the nesting of Le pi-
doc!Ec/jls otnacea, and the aggregate of published and unpublished data
On Caretta c. caretta, give a fairly good picture of the procedure in that
form D .: .. : 11111lgthe past three years we have repeatedly watched nestmg
actn'lt)" hy green turtles and have recorded in detail schedules of rna-
nellrers f . . I' b k Irom emergence to return to the sea, It 1S aga1l15t t 115 ac 'grounc
that we' I . ." . fl' I. jucrge the performance ol the ir-dividua l the behavior 0 \\"11Cl
IS descr'l I b I .' . 1 I" .. , I )ec e ow to be typical. and give the first account m t re ite: ature
01 nesting b A I .) all t antic green turtle.
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The turtle was an individual 38% inches in shell length, which was
found on Tortugucro Beach on the evening of August 25, 1955. It bore
lin-tag \:0. 227, which was put on the morning at the same day, after
the turtle had been turned the night before. The return of the turtle to
the beach implies that the first capture occurred be-fore it had nested. lts
coming back to lay. only 12 hours after the experience of spending the
night back clown 011 the shore, is a characteristic manifestation of the
~trellgth and "singleminc1eclncss" of the nesting drive.

On the night the observations were made, Carr went out with the spe-
cial aim of recording details of the nesting process, because, for reasons
discussed elsewhere, the tagging operation affords little opportunity for
the study of such details. After six turtles had been disregarded because
they were already in advanced stages of nesting, No. 227 was found at
9:15 P.-:\l., as she was emerging from the breakers about 2 miles from.the
point at the mouth of the Tortuguero river. By luck, she was sighted with-
alit the aid of a Aashlight. The nesting urge will not often withstand the
shock of a focused Aashlight beam at this point in the process, the typical
reaction being an abrupt return to the surf.
After a few stops to "smell" the sand (see below) the turtle dragged

herself out of the water and started up the beach. The trip took her a
distance of about 55 paces, and, with many pauses and periods of ap-
parent appraisal of the outlook, consumed 20 minutes. When the tt1rt~e
reached the edge of the beach vegetation (largely sea grapes at thiS
point), she crawled uncertainly back and forth a few times, then settled
herself and at 9 :35 P_M. began making tentative "swipes" at the sa~ld
wit]: her front flippers. These strokes led gradually into pl1rpo~eltll
digging. The first operation was the thrash ina out of the nesting pit (a

b .
broad depression, ill this case about 4 feet wide ) dug by violent thr0\\"lng
of sand by all four teet, the body meantime rotating slowly. As the de-
pression deepened. the body of the turtle, or its back three-quarters, was
lo\\-erec! into it.

At 10 :00 P.M. the turtle was well planted in her pit, the pivoting had
stopped, and the deepening and enlarging of the hole continued l~rg.elY
by means of alternate kicking by the hind feet. At 10 :16 P.". the kICkll1g
stopped. The turtle pushed the distal edge of a hind flipper against the
bottom of the pit. curled it, and scooped out the first sand from what waS
to become the egg cavity. .

From then on the digging of the egg chamber continued for nearly l~a1t
an hour, the two hind fins being thrust alternately into the deepel.lll1g
hal t .. I ,. I InDUSe a pa III out per laps a teacupful of sand each time. Then a Cl .

maneuver was observed-one not mentioned in the sketchy accounts III
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tile literature of nesting by the Pacific form and not noticed by us during
careful observance of nesting by the loggerhead turtle and by the Pacific
ridley. As the working flipper was thrust into the hole for its load oi
sand. the other flipper was spread firmly 011 the sand beside the mouth
of the hole. The excavating fin raised its burden of sand out of the hole,
slowly moved it to the side, and dropped it. Immediately the off Hipper
shot out laterally and upward and struck the under margin of the shell
a hard back-hand blow. There was great force in this movement. and the
thumping sound it made could be heard above a moderate surf when the
observer moved away to a distance of 40 paces. This mannerism is typical
and is continuously executed throughout this stage of the digging. \Ve
have twice located nesting turtles in the dark by tracing the sound. The
aim of the movement seems to be to rid the site of any loose sand that
might fall into the cavity. 'The action is too fast to follow with the eye. but
when Stich a stroke has been completed the lip and environs of the hole
011 the side where the flipper rested are clean and firm. As the flippers
alternate in digging, the process is repeated in reverse. and the whole
operation of excavating the urn-shaped egg cavity is a series of such bi-
lateral reciprocal actions .
•~t 10 :45 P.M. the turtle stopped digging, dropped her tail low in the

cavlty, and began to lay. The complement was dropped singly and by
two' I . 1s, t ie intervals between extrusions of eggs varying between one ane
10 seconds except for a few periods of rest of as long as 30 to 60 seconds
to~rards the end of the operation. Throughout the time that the eggs were
belllg dropped, the two hind flippers were spread and held horizontally
close together over the opening of the cavity. covering it completely (fig.
12). This seems to be a typical. though not invariable. maneuver. for it
was I ". 1 . . .10tlcee 111 everv case except one that was watched at this stage at
the process (at leas; several dozen). It is a marked departure from the
behavior of C L . . 1 . II . t Iorett a and epidoclielvs which press t ie ver-trca y orien ee
back f . . if Ins agamst the upper part of the wall of the cavity as 1 to ceep
sand from falling in.
At 11 :08 P.?\T. laying was completed. and the filling of the egg hole was

~egun (fig. 13). The turtle reached laterally with alternately working
und flippers. raked in sand and kneaded it into the hole. \\Thell the hole
wa - I 's tu I the raking and packing continued, so that the mound gre\\" be-
neath tl f b.. Ile a ter edge of the shell. From tune to time the turtle bunched ane
squeezed thi d betweeri her fii d·· [ ro arow
I
-IS 11101.1n etween her Rippers. an as it conunuec 0 g10\\

t Ie back dEl . .. I I .: t I. en 0 ier body was pushed up unt il it was near y 101 tzon a ,
Instead of I· . . . I I b
I

)elIlR inclined on the slope of the nest Pit as it lac een
hroughol t tl I .t te aymg process.
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. . . . lowing charac-FIG, 12, Posterior view of green turtle In process of laying, s 1 'hth' apart
teristic cover-ing position of the spread hind feet, here pulled slzg .;
to show eggs.

c '" I the fore [insAt 11 .l S P.1\!, work with the hind flippers stopped ane fli ers
b I ' " I' • the hind 11'1'egan to tlrasll and to S]111gsand. After a tew stro ....es, . t tiou
joined in this work. As the turtle threw sand, she shifted the arlen a . 0"

. . . . . fiJI d the nestlll~at her body. and the lllC!JSCrJ11l111ately flung sand gradually e As
" , , , f 6 to 8 feet. 'Pit and sprInkled the SUlToundmgs through a radius 0 " f sall

dthe pit tilled, the shifting Stopped, but the scooping and throw IIlg °
1
'ed

' , It.·o «ooc-SIZwith the fore fins contmued, and eventually producec lib" 1 01
b ' , istance f tl [nruter 1111asms (one for each flipper) at some distance rom re " CI of
t I ' I" , , "I 11 the scatWIll,ie now me lstmgl11shable nest excavation. v.rac ua Y a about.
'I I' , I fflir nel scuRin,sane was (1SContlilued, and the turtle began S lU lllg a ti ned

. . .. liner men 10Over and near the s1te (but dOlllg nothing like the pounc b
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FI~i. 13. Green tu rt.le filling her nest after laying. This individual (not the
whr In\'olved in the accompanying descriptio» of laving) went through thew~e . ) "nesting process perched on a root that was too strong for her to break
Out of her b d denressi d I inki " "" Iroa nest epressron and that preven te ter SIll nng into It III t ie
usual way.

in the lit " t j I.. ' era tu-e on other species). \Vhen all work was done t ie two ue-
jllesSions sc I I" " " I I f flo ". . oopec out curuiz the 11111110"process ))" the ore Ippers re-
tnalllec1 a tl . b t> 1S le most conSpICUOUS features of the local topography nuu may
reasonablr be '"eO I I I" . . - .-' t,:arc ec as ( I versionary 111 tunction.

I
At 11 :32 P.M. all concern with the nest seemed to leave the turtle sud-

<enly an I I "" II "?O . (S ie made for the sea. moving towards it at an angle of roug 1 )

- clearees I I" ""
h anc cnsappearmg 1t1 the surf at 11 :-+3 1'.:'-,[.

b
The features of the behavior of the above individual (shO\\ln by other

o servat' I " ". Ions to )e characteristic) that represent departures from the nest-
I1lg patte' fl' . ..
• < 111 a t ie loggerhead and the ridley are: (1) the peculiar stnklllg

oft the shell margin by the off foot during the digging of the egg hole;
2) the ve "I"ft " " - "" "" "(3")tl . f) (1 .erent posinon at the hack fins dunng OV1POS1h0I1,

ie leav11lg of diversionary pits; and (4) the (often) protracted p~riod
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of "smelling' of the submerged or wet sand before emerging (see below).
] n view of the uncertainty of evaluations of relationships among sea turtles
on morphologic grounds, it will be of great interest to see how the hawks-
bill. a form about which little of significance has been published, aligns
itself with respect to nesting pattern.

STRAKDTKG CUES: Interpretation of our observations in terms of pos-
sible orientation cues evoking the stranding response is 110t easy. It is ,j
as hard to understand how turtles k11O\-\I Tortuguero when they arrive I
there as to understand how they are guided through the long distances
they travel from their feeding ranges to Costa Rica. Certainly much, if not ;
most, of the population is transitory. Its reaching Tortuguero must in-
volve, as well as equipment for navigation, some mechanism for "recog-
nizing" good nesting shore (in this case Tortuguero) when it is reached,

Probably hydrologic factors are involved. It may he only a malter of
the distribution and strength of long-shore currents, although these ap-
pear to vary erratically (as well as seasonally). Perhaps the distribution
of fresh-water masses oft" the mouths of the Costa Rican rivers (either
operating directly Or by excluding some important stenoha1ine predator
of baby turtles), Or even such trivial things as the drifting mats of water
hyacinths from the rivers, which could be a concealment opportunity for
newly hatched young, are guideposts. Or possibly merely a certain degree
oi fatigue tells the turtles they are off the right section of the shore.

There is no doubt that a tendency towards clumped arri vals exists.
Significantly more turtles come up on certain nights, or during a short
period of the night, or on a certain short stretch of apparently hOI1l~-
gcneous shore. As there seems to be little or no predictability or periodi-
city about these dumpings, they may be due to independent individllal,re~
spouse to clumped favorable factors. On the other hand, the clullIPlllg
mar merely result from the gregariousness of the members of a migratory
school. the Occurrence of which is an assumption in foregoing discussi~n5
of quantitative data. But in any case, the problem of how the nestlllg
beach is recognized remains.

T~le one overt sign that senses are consulted by the turtles in thei~
C0111111gashore is their behavior when they go aground in shal1o\\' waW

shoreward of the breaker line. At this point a Caribbean green turtle
~labi1t1al1y stops, bends her neck sharply downward, bringing her snout
111contact with the bottom or with the wet sand and holding it there for
as long as a minute, or sometimes even longer, It is exactly as if she v,i~re
making all olfactory Or gustatory evaluation of the shore as nesnnf
ground. -'
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011111allYoccasions we have watched a turtle come out of the surf, stop
when her plastron groundec1 and. for as long as 15 minutes, alternately
"smell" the sand (sometimes under a foot or so of water, sometimes well
above wave reach), then raise her head high and move it slowly about
as if in myopic study of the prospect. Often these periods of appraisal end
abruptly, with the return of the turtle to the sea, as if the shore had been
found unsuitable. Other times the "smelling" may continue at intervals
all the way up to the zone of loose dry sand. where it is discontinued.
Carr has described elsewhere (195-+a. 1956) all aerial reconnaissance

of the shore south of Tortuguero where he saw on a 6-1l1ile section of
beach hundreds (perhaps thousands) of the short. '·-shaped trails made
by turtles that have not nested, or even gone up beyond high-tide line,
but merely have come a Iew feet up from the 'waves, prospecting. In this
case all the tracks had been laid down during one night. The inference is
that a migratory school was passing. and aile can imagine the cruising
hosts, singly or bj- squads. turning in to the shore from time to time to
test the ground with their noses "meditate '.' and then move on north-
ward towards whatever they sO~lght in th: way of a more reassuring
substrate.
\Vhatever the nature of the responses that bring the female green turtle

ashore, in the last stages of stranding, at least. some delicate discrimina-
tory process seems to be involved. \Ve have seen evidence that one turtle
may I,nake three or four, and possibly a good many more. painstaking
~ppralsals at points along a section of beach, eventually either accept-
lIlg ,the site as good for laying or moving away to try elsewhere or to
await another night. The strong negative response to light was mentioned
above: \Ve have, experimentally, often sent an emerging turtle scurrying
back 1I1tothe water by one flick of a flashlight beam across her eyes. The
vrladore I" 1 " " 1""s say Ig ltlllg a cigarette at the coco-plum me gornettrnes scares
away a turtle coming out of the surf. A man or dog moving between the
turtle and a luminous horizon shoreward has the same effect. In this way,
the green turtle seems clearly more impressionable than the loggerhead,
an~l One is tempted to see this heightening of stranding responses and
a~Just11lents as one of the necessary adaptive concomitants of massed
l1llgratory 1 I" "" I" f"" tirreer mg. WIth Its complex c lam a orientatrcn reac Ions,
Balancing this fastidiousness in making the stranding "decision" is an

lIlcongruously dogged stubbornness in the drive to lay. exemplified by the
ret ( -_lln~ see above) to the beach of No. 227 only a few hours after the
expenence of spending a nizht on the beach on her back. Comparable
cases are . b. I" Inumerous 11l our records as IS shown by the first peak 111 t re
CUrve in f 9 F ' 1"" I t1 Igure , emales often come ashore ( raggl11g Wit 1 rem 1l1l1C 1
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larger males attempting copulation. 'That these are not merely desperately
Heeing unwelcome attentions seems indicated by the fact that a female also
frequently comes up hauling a log tied to her fore Ripper with a rope
6 or 8 feet long. To get turtles out to the launch that takes them to mar-
ket, the uelad orcs tie a wooden buoy to the fin of each turtle and make
her swim to the coasting boat. Some of these escape, and they sometimes
come back ashore and complete a laying venture with the log attached.
\Ve have what seems to be a reliable record of one of these escapees that
was retaken at !:ocas clel Toro, nearly 200 miles away.
\ Vhatever may be the nature of the senses used in coming to. and in

recognizing, the beach the choice of the nest appears to be no more than
the "fee]" of the sand when trial scoops are made with the Rippers. The
turtle simply keeps going (in a direction determined by factors not wen
known] until she Comes to an obstruction or until a few trial scrapings of
the sand satisfy her. Obstructions that stop her may be dunes, vegetation,
or a storm-thrown log, Any of these will probably be located above the
reach of normal high tide and thus in good nesting sand, and, as a pros-
pecting turtle usually stops and tries the sand when she meets such all
obstacle, a majority of nests are found in such places.

rn the case of the broad, cluneless bars or spits near the ri ver mouths,
where 110 vegetation grows, turtles sometimes go considerable distances,
sometimes as far as a quarter of a mile, in search of good ground. On the
10\\', wide bar between the lower end of the Tortucuero River and the sea,

"~racks often show that turtles have pushed the futile search for deep nest-
lng sand clear across the peninsula and, all reaching the river bank, have
parted the hyacinths and entered the river.
It is of interest that the relatively small number of hawksbill trails we

hav~ s~ell seem to indicate a far greater tendency in that species to wan-
der 111 Its search for a nesting place.

COURTSHIP .\1'\D COPCLATlON: lVIating occurs (mainly, perhaps aIl11?~t
exclusively) off the nesting beach, as is known to be true of the PaCIfic
f~nn '. \\'hether it takes place before or after laying, or both, is not kno\\·n.
Certainl ; males often head for females as they go back into the sea, but
no actual copulating has been observed to result at such times. Both of us
have. seen females come ashore dragging, or pursued by, males, as we
mentIon ~?~ve, Harrisson (195-1-) said, with regard to this point, I,It lookS
to me as It .It Icopulation1 mainly OCcurs after the female has laid," hut he
gave no evidence

Pair~ng is a strenuous and clumsy operation, and the female often ends
an outl11g at the beach in bad shape-gashed, scraped. and with d~ep
notches broken out of the fore margin of her carapace, one on either SIde
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of her neck, where the grappling nails of the male have clawed for sup-
port. Prior to pairing there is often considerable confusion that seems
to be fighting between males, but may be the striving of rival suitors to
mount a female simultaneously. Carr has elsewhere (1956) mentioned
the frequency with which groups of three Hoating turtles (a female and
two attendant males) may he seen from the air off the beach in the nest-
ing season. 1t is of interest that Harrisson (loc . cit.) refers to similar ob-
servations for the Pacific green turtle.
Vvhen pursuing or trying to mount the female. a male green turtle is

apparently oblivious to all other stimuli. \Vhcn the Jl/aJ'/(lt('rl/(lsJ as the
mated pairs are called. appear close inshore, the Tortuguero boys grab
irons, run out into the surf, and sometimes succeed in harpooning the
male before he is aware of their presence.
During the 1955 season. courting or mated green turtles. sometimes

several in an afternoon. were seen frequently during early and middle
July. To\rards the end of July such pairs appeared less often, and during
all of August no sign of courting or copulation was observed.
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